Who's this cowboy?

Remember the announcement in our last newsletter. The real thing on
Saturday,16th April surpassed our expectations.
Our Band -Definitely a
crowd pleaser

Members in the spirit of things came dressed up as “Cowboys and
Cowgirls”. Richard Gillis and his wife, Kay, had a hard time picking the
six individuals for the best dressed awards.
We welcomed the guests with the usual non-alcoholic sparkling juice and
taco chips and salsa dip. Wow! Some ladies even expressed an interest in
having the salsa recipe. If you want it, contact Lylian at the SLP Secretariat.

Thanks are due to the
organizing committee -- Dennis Tay,
Johnny Liak, Michael Yan,
Teng Chong Seng, Tommy Chng,
Lylian Law and Sam Tsen for their
unstinting efforts and sacrifice.
(Editor: Jacob was the leader of the
committee.) Of course we wish to
express our thanks and appreciation
to our corporate members --- SRC,
Vopak, Pfizer and DuPont Sakra -- for
their generosity in providing the
souvenirs.
We have no
fear about
future jobs -we can be
hula hula
dancers

Yes we started on time with Professor Catherine Tay sharing her expertise and
experience on how to write a will. Of course, her enthusiasm and anecdotes livened
up a very serious subject. By the way, do cowboys write their wills before going out
on a gun duel?
Dinner was a fusion of eastern and western styles. Rating – could be better.
Fortunately, the music from our band was excellent while we ate. The band’s
rendition of oldies and the latest hits got everybody listening and singing along.
The band’s invitation to sing on stage got some people going up, including Professor
Liew’s wife, without any further prompting. That’s what we call spontaneity.

Then the games! After some video coaching on kung fu movements, exotic Hawaiian hula
dancing and Indian movie dancing, the crowd was ready. This game generated the most
fun and laughter. So who’s the winning team? A bunch of oldies led by the live wire Professor
Liew Ah Choy. No one can deny that this was the highlight of the evening. We must thank
Dennis Tay and his co-conspirators for this touch of genius. .
When it came time to say Good Night, in true SLP tradition, we ensured that nobody left
for home empty handed. Door gifts produced by the organizing committee and souvenirs
from corporate members were distributed.
Many went home with more than these gifts. They were those who worked hard at the
games. Of course, there were some who were rewarded by their good fortune. You guessed
it – we had a luck draw too.

Winning Team
interpreting a modern
Indian dance
complete with shawls
from Little India

No matter. We had a great time We relaxed. . We chatted … ate …. played … and had
plenty of fun and laughter together.
So if you missed out this time, make it a point to join us next year.
By Jacob Soh

Paying close attention to Prof Tay speaking about wills

